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Structurally determined Brownian dynamics in ordered colloidal
suspensions:. Self-diffusion in fluid, supercooled, and crystalline

phases
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Electrostatically interacting colloidal suspensionsat medium to very low salt concentrations
were prepared in differently ordered phases using the method of continuous deionization.
Equilibrium phasestatesinclude fluid, mono- and polycrystalline material as well as coexistence
between fluid and monocrystal. A nonequilibrium supercooled fluid state is reproducibly
reached by shear melting. In these phasesthe long time self-diffusion coefficient D, was measured by forced Rayleigh scattering, while the potential of interaction was systematically varied
by changing salt concentration c, and volume fraction 4. In the equilibrium fluid D, decreases
by roughly an order of magnitude as the interaction increases.This trend extends continuously
into the supercooled state. In all casescrystallization is observed for DI/DO<O.lO( 1). In the
polycrystalline phasesself-diffusion coefficientsare still 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower than in
the supercooled state. Here self-diffusion increaseswith increasing interaction. For the monocrystalline case upper limits of D, are given. These data on the solid phasesare discussedin
terms of grain boundary and vacancy diffusion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Model suspensionsof monodispersespherical particles
are ideally suited for investigating the Brownian motion in
colloidal suspensions.Each colloidal particle is continuously subjected to collisions with the molecules of the suspending medium, which drive its diffusive motion and also
generatea friction depending on the particle size. This is
describedin terms of the Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficient

(1)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, r]
the viscosity, and r the radius of a spherical particle. The
ratio ?/Do sets a natural time scale for the dynamics of a
colloidal system.
Recently there has been renewed interest in Brownian
dynamics’ and the current prospect is based on the convergenceof several activities: Model colloidal systemswere
synthesizedwith well characterized particle geometry and
inter-particle interactions; advanced light scattering techniquesopenedaccessto the relevant time and length scales;
the application of theoretical conceptsof statistical physics
was aided by powerful computational means.
The most important direct interparticle interactions
are basedon Yukawa or screenedCoulomb type potentials.
In principle the strength and range of interaction may be
varied by the particle volume fraction 4 and the screening
parameter within the limiting casesof a hard sphere systern2and a one component macrofluid.
The presenceof these strong direct interactions allows
for the study of altered Brownian dynamics in highly correlated, ordered systems. In contrast to disordered systems
we now have to discriminate betweenthe behavior on short
and on long time scales. For short times the particle diffuses undisturbed by the presenceof its neighbors. Hence

the short time self-diffusion coefficient D, equals the
Stokes-Einstein value Do ( 1). For long time scales,however, diffusion is significantly hindered by the cage of
neighboring particles. A long time self-diffusion coefficient
D, results, with DL < Do depending on the strength and
range of direct interactions. Short and long times are distinguished by the structural relaxation time 7; of the cage.
In addition to direct interactions hydrodynamic interactions becomeincreasingly important for elevatedvolume
fractions 4 > 0.01. Due to these indirect interactions both
self-diffusion coefficients Ds and DL are substantially modified. The theoretical calculations on the influence of hydrodynamic interactions36 are confirmed by a large body
of experimental investigations.‘,‘-12
In this paper we are concerned with sufficiently dilute
systems,that direct interaction and structural effectssolely
dominate the long time dynamics and hydrodynamic interaction can savely be neglected.
In the absenceof hydrodynamic interactions the long
time self-diffusion coefficient of colloidal fluids was shown
to be dependent on the radial distribution function g(r)
which in turn depends only on the direct interaction potential.13This situation can be realized experimentally by
using electrostatically interacting particles at f#< 0.02 in
combination with very low concentrations c, of screening
salt. Up to now the only systematic measurementon monodisperse low volume fraction systems has been the pioneering work of Dozier and Chaikin. I4 These authors demonstrated that for the named region of volume fractions
forced Rayleigh scattering (FRS) is ideally suited for the
measurementof long time self-diffusion coefficients of colloidal particles. Only very recently a new deionization
technique was reported, which allows to prepare suspensions at extremely low but controlled salt concentrations.l5
In fact the overall ion concentration is only limited by the
number of dissociated surface charge groups of the particle; i.e., c,=O.
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The effect of employing this technique in self-diffusion
measurementsusing FRS is twofold: First, we considerably
extend the range of self-diffusion measurements in highly
correlated, ordered systems. Whereas dynamic light scattering is confined to very low volume fractions due to multiple scattering, former FRS experiments, though being insensitive to multiple scattering, had access to colloidal
solids only in a range of volume fractions where hydrodynamic interactions could not be neglected.
The second effect is the reproducible access to differently ordered systems at equal suspension parameters. For
example, while the equilibrium phase is a bee crystal, the
preparation process of continuous deionization leaves the
suspension in the metastable shear molten state, which solidificates in different morphologies, depending on the details of the preceding shear process and of the nucleation
mechanism.16Thus we gain accessto nonequilibrium fluid
states, may discriminate the influence of different crystal
morphologies and furthermore study for the first time systematically the crystal size” dependence of D,.
Both the formation of a specific crystal structure and
morphology and the self diffusional properties of these low
volume fraction suspensions are governed by the direct
inter-particle interactions. We may describe those in terms
of a screened Coulomb potential between two particles of
radius a at a distance r
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II. EXPERIMENT
A. Particles

Experiments were performed using polystyrene latex
spheres (201 lM9R, Seradyn, USA) of hydrodynamic diameter oh= 102( 5) nm at volume fractions &0.005. In
good agreement with the data supplied by the manufacturer we find a total number of 3.3 X lo4 acid groups per
particle, of which 920(20) are strong acid groups.” From
the latter figure a renormalized charge of P=510 is calculated using the model of Alexander et al. l* This calculated charge is of the same order as experimentally determined renormalized charges with P ~400.~
In order to carry out the FRS measurements the particles were treated with a solution of a spiropyrane dye in
p-xylene.28 Subsequent evaporation of the xylene left some
2X lo3 dye molecules in the particles. Care was taken that
neither the radius nor the charge was influenced by this
procedure. The dye is transparent in its ground state. Upon
irradiation with ultraviolet light (A< 380 nm) it is excited
into a state absorbing red light. The relaxation from this
state back to the ground state is characterized by a function fDYE( t), which is roughly exponential with a relaxation time of rDYEz20 s.
B. Preparation

Suspensions of carefully controlled particle and salt
concentrations
were Inepared using Continuous Deioniza(2)
tion.” The suspension is pumped peristaltically through a
tubing system connecting the ion exchange chamber to the
where Ze is the particle charge, eo, er the vacuum permitdifferent measuring cells for conductivity, particle concentivity and the dielectric constant of the suspending metration and FRS. Before the actual FRS measurements the
dium, respectively. The inverse Debye screening length K
pump is switched off and the tubes which connect the meadepends on the concentration of counterions, i.e., particle
suring
cell are clamped by electromagnetic valves. Meaconcentration np times charge number Z, and on the consurements
undisturbed by the convective flow in the cell
centration ni and charge zi of added salt ions
can be started about 5 s after clamping.
For completely deionized suspensionsof the described
e2
/CLnpZ+C,n&.
particles
the freezing starts at a volume fraction of 4rreeze
I
I
EOE&BT
i
=0.0016( 1); i.e., by varying the volume fraction between
For the limit a+0 the potential of interaction in Eq. (2)
(p=O.O005and $=O.OOSwe are in the fluid and in the bee
becomes the Yukawa potential.
region of the equilibrium phase diagram.24P29
We note that
For interaction energies high compared to thermal enan equilibrium colloidal solid (ip > 0.0016) is brought into
ergies the charge number Z and inverse screening length K
a metastable, shear molten state, while it is pumped.30 It
are to be replaced by their somewhat smaller renormalized
readily crystallizes when the flow is stopped. For our cell
values z* K*.*‘*~~Using this pair interactions equilibrium
geometry ( 1 x 10 x 40 mm) oriented single crystals may be
phase diagrams have been calculated2c-22showing fluid,
grown after steadily shearing the suspension employing
bee, fee phases, and the respective coexistence regimes,
constant hydrostatic pressure differences between two reswhich were found to agree well with experimental data.23P24 ervoirs16 refilled by the pump. If the interparticle interacMany aspects of crystallized systems have been studied,25 tion is not too strong, homogenous nucleation is rare,33and
but it has been only very recently that also the influence of
twinned single crystals grow from the walls once the shear
crystal morphologies has gained considerable interest.26
process has been stopped smoothly. The twin domains are
In this paper the diffusional properties in dependence about 100 ,um in size,16their [ 11l] directions are aligned
on the sample’s morphology are of particular interest. We
along the flow direction while their (110) layers are partherefore first present a sketch of our methods to prepare
allel to the cuvette wall. For these twinned single crystals
samples of different morphology. We proceed with a short
we use the term monocrystal. In our experiments oscillaoutline of the method of forced Rayleigh scattering. We
tory shearing at low flow rates yielded polycrystalline solwill then discuss our results in detail for fluid and crystalids.
line phases. Finally we dwell on the possibilities of meaThus different morphologies could be prepared within
suring DL in coexisting fluid and solid phases.
our experimental setup. Consequently, static light scatterU(r)=---

Z2e2 exp(Ka) 2 exp( --Kr)
47x& 1 1 +Ka I
r
’
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FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of the FRS experiment: Along the x axes,
parallel to the long side of the measuring cell, the absorption grid a(x) is
proportional to the uv intensity grid I,,(x). Also shown is the scattering
geometry for the H+Ne laser beam: kj,633and kf,633 are the yave vectors
of incident and diffracted light, respectively. They obey the diffraction
rd km3 +,a3
= 9.

ing was performed at the FRS measuring spot to precisely
determine the structure and morphology of the individual
samples.I6

C. Forced Rayleigh

scattering

The long time self-diffusion coefficient DL was measured by means of forced Rayleigh scattering.34-37
Ultraviolet light of d=35 1 nm of an argon ion laser is split into
two coherent beams. These are crossed under an angle 8,
in the flat FRS cell filled with the sample of refractive
index n to produce a standing interference pattern with
wave vector q’parallel to the x direction; i.e., to the cell
walls. The magnitude of q is given by

q-,9,=;U”Sin(8,“/2>.

(4)

The sinusoidal modulation of uv intensity leads to an
equally sinusoidal excitation of dyed particles into the absorbing state and thus to an absorption grid of wave vector
q (Fig. 1). For the experiments presented here the exposure time was limited to a few milliseconds to optimize the
contrast.
Due to self-diffusion of the particles the amplitude of
the absorption grid decays with time. In the long time
limit, t > rR , the mean square displacement (R2) is proportional to t and the long time self-diffusion coefficient
DL. The amplitude (T of the absorption modulation therefore decreasesaccording to a simple exponential law
o(x,t) aqje

iqx -D&t

e

,

(5)

where x is directed parallel to the cuvette wall. Bragg diffracting a second laser beam (HeNe, /2= 633 nm) off the
grid one can trace its decay. The intensity ID(t) detected
by a photodiode can be fitted to the function
(6)
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FIG. 2. The self-dilfusion coefficient, normalized to the free diffusion
coefficient D,, (a) as a function of volume fraction e5 in a deionized
suspension (b) as a function of salt concentration c, at constant volume
fraction. The coexistence regime between the fluid and solid equilibrium
phase is included in both plots. The measurements were always taken in
fluid phases, either in equilibrium or in nonequilibrium, which may be
called a supercooled fluid.

where the first term of the sum in the parenthesesis due to
the diffracted beam, b and c are coherent and incoherent
background terms35 differing for each measurement;
fDyE( t) is the separately measured relaxation function of
the dye. By varying 8 and thus q the self-diffusion coefficient D, can be reliably extracted.
The cylindrical measuring volume of diameter - 1 mm
is perpendicular to the cell wall. For each measurementup
to 20 runs are performed at different spots in the cell and
the signals are accumulated.
III. RESULTS
A. Diffusion
states

in equilibrium

and in metastable

fluid

As mentioned above the suspensionis preparedby continuous deionization, which leaves the system always in a
disordered, fluidlike state when it is turned off. This state is
either the thermodynamic equilibrium state (fluid) where
the free energy is at its minimum, or an nonequilibrium
state (supercooled fluid) which is metastable (depending
on the relative amount of thermal energy and interaction
energy respectively).
Figure 2 shows the first systematic measurementsof
the diffusion coefficient both in the equilibrium and the
nonequilibrium fluid state at different volume fractions and
salt concentrations. In Fig. 2 (a) the particle concentration
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is varied over 1 order of magnitude, i.e., the volume fraction ranges between ~=0.0004 and $=0.0041 while the
suspension stays completely deionized. In Fig. 2(b) the
salt concentration is gradually tuned between cs< lo-’
mol 1-l (complete deionization) and c,= 10B4 mol 1-l at a
constant volume fraction of #=0.0041.
The diffusion coefficients which are presented in’Fig. 2
were all measured in a disordered state (fluid or supercooled fluid) irrespective of the corresponding equilibrium
phase. In both plots these equilibrium phasesare labeled: F
(fluid), C (coexistence), and S (solid). They were determined by static light scattering after the FRS measurements were completed and the equilibrium state was
reached. Note that in both cases, i.e., by varying either
volume fraction or salt concentration, one observes a coexistence regime rather than a sharp transition from the
liquid to the crystalline phase.
The region F where the equilibrium state is fluid covers
the whole range from very weak interaction to the onset of
crystallization. The diffusion coefficient varies by one order
of magnitude up to this point in both plots. These data
compare well to measurements of Dozier.14
As we here were interested in diffusion in the homogeneous fluid state only, the progress of crystallization in
the coexistence region C was monitored by static light scattering and the measurements presented in this chapter
were made before the fraction of crystalline phase reached
10%. No density differences were detected between solid
and fluid phases within the experimental error of 2%. Under these conditions we can savely state that over each of
the examined coexistence regimes the diffusion coefficient
in the shearmolten fluid phase is of the order of D,
=O.lO( 1) Do. Further measurements at coexistence with
#=0.0035 and c,=O.95 ,umoll-’ give D,JD,=O.O95( 1).
We note that within experimental error no systematic variation of DL/Do over this narrow range of coexistence
could be traced. However, it is most remarkable that the
absolute value of DJDo at coexistence seemsto be a fixed
value [DJDo=O. lO( 1)], independent of salt and particle
concentration. Brownian dynamics simulations on interacting colloidal spheres strongly suggest that this is in effect a universal dynamical criterium for fluid-solid phase
transitions in Brownian systems.2gThat is, the criterion is
valid for spheres interacting via hard-sphere, Coulomb,
and screened Coulomb potentials. Hydrodynamic interaction can be included by means of the scaling law proposed
by Medina-Noyola.6 Since for vanishing viscosity the velocity autocorrelation function decays mainly by direct
particle-particle interaction, the concept of Do becomes
invalid. There will, of course, be no such criterion for Newtonian fluids, where there is no viscous suspension medium.
In the shear molten region S crystallization progresses
faster with strength of interaction increasing.16For most of
the measurements heterogeneously nucleated wall crystals
still grow sufficiently slowly to complete measurements on
the fluid without interference of FRS signals stemming
from the crystals. However, in the region of highest volume
fractions and lowest salt concentration additional homoge-
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FIG. 3. Relative volumes of mono- and polycrystalline phases in the
measuring cell grown from a relaxed suspension after shear had been
applied. In a fully deionized suspension heterogenously nucleated, purely
monocrystalline samples may be grown at volume fractions between
4=0.002 and $=0X025. At higher volume fractions stronger interactions
lead to homogenously nucleated polycrystallites. The inset shows the spatial arrangement of the phases in the flat measuring cell. The data on the
volume fractions were obtained by static light scattering in a flat cell after
equilibrium in crystalline growth was reached. The crystallization processed in a steadily sheared suspension, in nonsteadily sheared suspensions the amount of polycrystalline phase was increased.

neous nucleation occurs. In contrast to the fixed epitactic
wall crystal the existence of many fine grained bulk crystals, embedded in the fluid phase, introduces additional
nondiffusive modes of grid decay. As crystallization
progresses uncertainties are added to the FRS signal.
Therefore the measurement is confined to the short period
of time after the shearing is stopped and before the amount
of solid phase has reached lo%-20%. In this case remaining convection may have influenced the experiment. However we estimate diffusion coefficients to be at most 20% to
high.
For the shear molten region we observe a continued,
albeit much smaller decrease of D, while the strength of
interaction is further increased. The decrease of DL with
increasing interaction strength in fact is monotonous over
the whole range of accessiblesuspensionparameters; i.e., in
our measurements we observe no sudden changes in DL at
the equilibrium phase boundaries.38This indicates that the
shear -molten nonequilibrium fluid indeed shows strong
analogies to an atomic supercooled fluid.
B. Diffusion

in crystalline

phases

As mentioned above monocrystals may be grown aft&
steadily shearing the suspension while polycrystalline samples evolve from nonsteadily sheared suspensions. However, at strong interactions homogeneous nucleation cannot be suppressed and the growth of the monocrystals is
disturbed by this nucleation which leads to a coexistence
between two monocrystals grown on the walls and small
polycrystallites in the middle of the cell. For more clarity
we sketch in Fig. 3 the relative amount of different morphologies as a function of volume fraction at c,=O, which
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FIG. 4. Comparison of self-diiusional behavior in diierent phases of
completely deionized systems. (0) fluid phase; (*) supercooled phase;
(0) polycrystal; (V) monocrystal. (a) Mean square displacement as a
function of time. (#=0X026,
El was measured in a polycrystal at
1$=0.0041.) (b) Diffusion coefficients at different volume fractions.

we observed with our cell geometry after constant shear.
The amount of the monocrystalline phasewas measuredby
static light scattering. Note that at highest examined volume fraction of 0.0041 the fraction of polycrystalline phase
reaches80%. Even larger amounts in polycrystalline phase
are accessibleby changing the shear processas described in
the experimental section of the paper.
The results of self-diffusion measurementson crystalline samples are shown in Fig. 4 which also includes the
data on fluid and shear molten samplesfor comparison. All
data on the solid phases were taken after the equilibrium
state was reached. The time dependence of the mean
square displacement (R2) for four single measurementsis
shown in Fig. 4(a). Strictly monoexponential decaysof the
FRS signal are found not only in the fluid casebut also for
a number of polycrystalline samples. Therefore, (R2) is
linear in time in these cases. Some of the polycrystalline
samples,however, are characterized by non monoexponential decays. Their data are not shown in Fig. 4(a). The
diffusion coefficients could however be extracted by
weighted averaging. Furthermore at constant suspension
parameters individual samples show different diffusion coefficients. For the monocrystalline samples the change in
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(R2) is in the order of the experimental error becausedye
relaxation dominates the FRS signal.
The normalized diffusion coefficients are compared in
Fig. 4(b) for all morphologies investigated. For the
monocrystals we are only able to estimate upper limits for
DL. For polycrystalline material the necessaryprocess of
averaging significantly enlarges the error bars shown in
Fig. 4(b), although the errors of a single experiment are
still as small as in the fluid cases.
In polycrystalline samples DL is over one order in
magnitude smaller than in the corresponding shear molten
fluid. Similar differenceswhere also found by other groups
for high +-high c,-systems.‘2*3g Compared to metallic
systems this maximum difference of only 2 orders of magnitude between fluid phase and polycrystalline phase is extremely small. However, we note that a spherical crystal of
1’mm diameter contains only 2 x 10’particles, whereas an
equally sized copper grain carries 1 x 102’Cu atoms. Thus
we are actually on a nanocrystalline40 rather than on a
polycrystalline scale.
For the reasonsindicated above we cannot yet trace a
systematic dependenceof D on $Jin monocrystals. In the
polycrystalline phasefor the first time such a dependenceis
well detectable. Following the arguments given above for
the fluid phase, we should expect that D decreaseswith
increasing strength of interaction, i.e., volume fraction.
The experimental data seem to indicate the opposite behavior. However as discussed above also the morphology
of the sample is strongly influenced by the strength of interaction. For the samples investigated here the size of
crystallites decreasesfrom roughly 1 mm at ~=0.002 to
less than 0.1 mm at $=0.0041. With decreasinggrain size
the volume occupied by grain boundaries is enlarged. In
addition also the number of defects might be increased. As
self-diffusion inside the grains is considerably slower than
in the grain boundaries there should be a clear dependence
of DL on the grain size. This means that the mean value of
DL should increase with decreasinggrain size. Indeed this
dependencehas long been verified for metallic and ionic
systems.41
A number of theoretical descriptions of grain boundary diffusion in poly- and nanocrystalline material are
available.40Still the set of data presentedhere is too small
to advance from qualitative analogies to a rigorous quantitative treatment.

C. Diffusion

in equilibrium

coexistence

In the measurements presented so far diffusion was
accurately measurable in single phase samples. It is not
intuitively clear that this is also true for coexisting phases,
since then we would expect more complicated FRS signals.
With our preparational setup a two phase system is given
for the fluid/solid coexistence.Over a narrow range of salt
concentrations we observe that the fully grown wall crystals reproducibly occupy only a fraction of the sample volume. This situation is of special interest as both data on the
diffusional behavior of the two phase region compared to
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TABLE I. Characterization of samples with #=0.0041 of 102 nm spheres
at low salt concentrations.

#

prn;l-’

1

<O.l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

0.5
0.6
0.85
1.1
1.2
1.4
2.0

Morph.
PC
MC
MC

F/MC
F/MC
F/MC
F/MC
F

Crystal vol.
>0.95
> 0.95
> 0.95
0.8( 1)
0.67(5)
0.56(5)
0.04(2)
<O.Ol

DJDo
0.01
<0.002
< 0.002
<0.003
<0.003
<0.004
-0.0

DF/Do

0.09(3)
0.09(3)
0.11(2)
0.097( 10)
0.14(l)

DstdDo

0.09(2)
0.08(l)
0.085( 10)
0.14(2)
0.097( 10)
O.OSO(10)
0.097( IO)
0.14( 1)

single phase material and on the relative amount of these
phases are not yet available.
In the coexistenceregion we fmd the FRS signal to be
the sum of two single exponentials. The two decay constants are different by more than two orders of magnitude
and may therefore safely be separated.The faster diffusing
compound can be related to the fluid phase since it has the
appropriate time constant. The slow component is identified with the monocrystalline phase.
We summarize our results in Table I. Within experimental error the diffusion coefficients stay constant and
equal the values of pure fluid and pure monocrystal respectively. Table I also contains the data on the relative amount
of the two phases,derived from the amplitude factors a [cf.
Rq. (6)] checked by th e B ragg scattered intensities. For
salt concentrations 0.8 pmol l-’ <c, < 1.4 ,umol 1-l we unequivocally detect coexistence. The relative amount of
solid phase decreaseswith increasing c,.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Different phasesof ordered colloids were reproducibly
prepared, and the long time self-diffusion coefficient was
measured in these phases.
-In the fluid and supercooled phase we saw a continous decreaseof the self-diffusion coefficient with increasing interaction. DJDo is close to 0.10 at the equilibrium
phase boundary.
-The monocrystalline phase did not exhibit a measurable diffusion, which means that diffusion is at least four
orders of magnitude slower than in the fluid phase.
-In polycrystalline phase we measured self-diffusion
coefficients only about two orders of magnitude lower than
in the fluid phase. A tendency of increased grain boundary
diffusion with decreasing crystallite size was observed.
-FRS was for the first time used to simultaneously
measure diffusion in two coexisting phases,namely at the
equilibrium coexistenceof solid and fluid, which was found
in a narrow region of preparation parameters. The diEusion coefficient in the coexisting phases was not found to
differ from the values found in the pure fluid and the pure
monocrystal at equal suspension parameters.
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